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A book about change.
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Hooray!

I can't wait to be  back! I've

missed my friends, my

teachers, and all the fun

things we get to do!

IT'S TIME FOR

SCHOOL!



But I've heard school is going to be different this year, and

that makes me nervous. I don't like it when things are

different. When I think about it, it makes my tummy feel

squiggly and I breathe faster than normal. 
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When I feel this way, I

can take a deep

breath and ask an

adult what school

might look like. 

Knowing what will be

different may help me

feel calm and safe. 



"Mom." I ask. "What do you think

school will be like?"

"Well," she said, "that's a good

question. I'm glad you asked. We

don't know exactly what it will

be like, but we know a couple of

things that will probably happen.

You might have to wear your mask at
school.

And you probably can't run and hug all of
your friends. You have to try and stay six

feet apart.

You'll probably spend more time in your
classroom than you are used to.

It'll also be extra important to wash your
hands and keep your desk clean."



"Yuck!" I exclaimed. "That sounds

horrible!"

"It will be different," mom nodded her

head knowingly. "But I bet you and I

can try and imagine how to add a

little magic to all these changes."



magical?

Mom's eyes twinkled.

"You bring magic

wherever you go, little

one. I'm sure this will be

no different. What can

we do to make mask

wearing more 

"Magic, huh," I said

skeptically.  "I don't

know how you can

make any of that

magical."



"I thought hard. "Hey! Maybe I can decorate it so that it looks pretty!"

""Perfect!" said Mom. "How about staying six feet apart when possible? I

know that will be hard."



"Oh dear," I said, feeling sad. "Maybe...maybe instead of

hugging them I can send them a hug with my words instead!"

"Oh, I love that!" Mom said clapping.

betterI was feeling                            and                                          already.brighter

You are sparkly
and kind and I'm
so glad you are

my friend.



"And maybe," I continued. "I can make a pretty picture to keep at my

desk, like a drawing of everything I am grateful for. 

"That way I can look at it anytime I feel sad we are stuck in the

room."



hand washing

"That is magic!" said Mom. "But

don't forget how important it is

to wash your hands for at least

20 seconds and keep your desk

clean."

"I'll sing a song for 20 seconds

to remind myself!" Mom and I

giggle together.

"Let's go on the computer and

see what we can find," mom

said.



Wash, wash, wash your
hands.

Got to get them clean!
Every finger one by one
and lather in between.
Wash, wash, wash your

hands.
Got to get them clean!
Every finger one by one 
and lather in between.

""This one!" I said excitedly after looking. "It's to the tune of 'Row, row, row

your boat!'"

Mom and I begin to sing.

We both laugh.



magical

"So, what do you think? Still sad about the

changes at school?" Mom asked.

"No," I said. "I'm so excited! It really is going

to be magical!"

"And," Mom said, "you'll be helping to keep

your friends safe. I think that is the most        

part of all ."



To all of my magical

students.


